
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Pagani Automobili announces Pagani Open Day, scheduled for the 2nd of June 2019 in Monza. 
The celebrations for Zonda’s 20th Anniversary continue 

 
 
 

• Pagani Open Day - Monza, 2nd June 2019 
• Zonda Collection on tour 
• Pagani Automobili at the Motor Valley Fest – Modena 

 
 
San Cesario sul Panaro – 17th May 2019. Pagani Automobili is proud to announce the Pagani Open Day, 
scheduled to take place in Monza on the 2nd of June in front of a worldwide audience. Amongst the various 
attractions, many of the most exclusive Pagani hypercars ever created will be exhibited on the track. 
 
The historic Monza national circuit, also known as “the temple of speed”, will host what will be the greatest 
Pagani event ever. Gathered from every corner of the globe, dozens of models made at the brand’s Atelier 
will parade in front of fans and admirers, demonstrating the combination of technology and poetic form that 
dictates every step of the manufacturing process.  
 
This unprecedented one-day event will allow the audience to join the Pagani Family in celebrating the 20th 
Anniversary of the Zonda, the car that totally redefined the supercar concept. On this special occasion, as a 
reward to its fans, Pagani is also promoting a worldwide contest that will allow the winner to enjoy a truly 
unique Pagani experience: an amazing hot lap of the Monza Eni Circuit in a Pagani hypercar and a meeting 
with the Pagani founder and Chief Designer, Horacio Pagani, himself. 
 
Monza will also be one of the first stops in the Zonda Collection tour, an exhibition that will take the five 
iconic models that best represent the first 20 years of the Pagani Atelier all around the world this year. 
 
The first stop on the tour is the Motor Valley Fest in Modena (16th-19th May 2019) where the cars will be 
displayed alongside other famous manufacturers from Italy’s “Motor Valley”. In Piazza Grande in Modena, 
the Zonda Collection will be exhibited along with the Huarya Roadster, Pagani’s latest creation. In the 
splendid setting of the Marzaglia racetrack, Pagani’s excellence can then be admired in action. On the 18th 
of May in the presence of Horacio Pagani himself, and the day after, with the Huayra Roadster on the track. 
The Museo Horacio Pagani in San Cesario sul Panaro, the home of one of the most exclusive car collections 
in the world and a place where you can relive the story of the Pagani dream, will remain open for the entire 
duration of the event. 
 
 


